To: Sheriff Bruce Newman

FAX: 719-738-3676

From: Bruce Kettler
Telephone 719-580-4832
Fax:
888-807-2371
Website: WAC www.wearechangehuerfano.us
Date: Thursday April 11, 2019
Subject: Good guys – Bad guys - CAMPS

Larry Grathwold was hired by the FBI back in the 60’s as an informant to bring down a left
wing terrorist group. At that time the FBI, mainly, were Good guys.
Grathwold found that the plan of these highly educated people, after they took over the US
Government, was to set up CAMPS in the US. These camps were to RE-EDUCATE those
who were to be former capitalists, into the new way of the US. Those not able to be reeducated were to be exterminated – many millions of people.
This is not much different than the Communist Terrorists that murdered the Czar and his
family, and took over Russia.
The US Military consists of a mixed bag of good, and bad, guys. There were Good guys of
very high rank who were fired by Obama.
But, the military was following the CAMPS agenda for many years, and documentation proves
this. The CAMPS do exist. It’s not a conspiracy theory. As far as we know, no significant
number of people were ever placed in the camps.
REX 84 is a secret program that involves CAMPS. This is a provision for continuity of
government, martial law, and suspension of the US Constitution. For a long period of time,
militias grew in the US, because Good guys, patriots of the United States, feared they were
being designated as those who would be put into these camps, and many executed. Their
fears were well founded. Documents, and practice drills, prove this was an actual plan.
The controllers inside the US Government, had, for many years indoctrinated police into the
false idea that PATRIOTS (gun owners, constitutionalists) were to be feared. They staged the
Oklahoma City event to assert PATRIOTS were dangerous. They proved themselves liars.
The Military Commissions Act and Patriot Act was set up by the Bad guys. The CAMPS were
mainly to serve the agenda of the Bad guys. Emergency powers taken by the President
alone, and contrary to Congress, were set up, but the Good guys can use what was placed
before them, including President Trump to build a wall and protect people.
Fixed elections are WRONG, and that’s why we have a congress with too many subversives.

